Тема урока: Happy birthday! Семья: празднование дня рождения. Глагол «have/has got».
Цель урока: Развитие навыков употребления грамматики по теме «Моя семья» в устной речи; выработка знаний, умений, навыков в области устной и письменной речи по теме.
Задачи урока: Ознакомить с грамматикой глагол have / has (got) и тренировать до уровня репродукции.
Оборудование: классная (интерактивная) доска, карточки с текстом, карточки с речевыми образцами, карточки со словами, учебник «Rainbow English 3»
 О. В. Афанасьева, И. В. Михеева (Step 3, стр. 106 – 109), аудиозаписи к уроку, компьютерная презентация.

Ход урока.
Организационный момент.
 Введение в тему урока. Актуализация знаний.
Т: LOOK AT THE SCREEN. LISTEN AND TRY TO UNDERSTAND. 
(слайд 1,2)
Т: Вы понимаете?
-Very good, children.
- Guys, what does this verb mean? Does it translate into English?
- What theme of our lesson will we study today?
- Looking at the screen. 
- Let’s read a new rule and make the sentences with the verb. 
- But look there is one more verb «has», let’s look though the rule and find the meaning of the verb «has».
- look, and what is before the verb?
- Guys, look at the suggestions. Why different words?
- Let's read these sentences together in chorus.
- And now, I will call you pronouns, and you will give me the full phrase.
Т: Не….
Сlass: He has got
- And which pronouns belong to the 3rd person singular? Name only those that relate to the 3rd person unit h.?
-Yes, you are right. Now I have a task for you. One you will be the verb have, and another will be has. All the rest will be the pronouns. And you task is to match the verbs with the pronouns.  
T: Guys, why did you put have in 1,2,3 and 6 sentences?
C: Because they are preceded by the pronouns I, you, they, we.
- Also, the verb have/has got has a full and short form.
- Let's talk to them together!

Well done! Now let’s practice. 

Закрепление изученного материала 
а) Иммитация
1. The teacher prepares several dialogues consisting of two replicas.
For example - Who has a dog?
                        - I have a dog.
The student remembers his remark. Moving from one student to another, he finds the one who calls him the 2nd replica of the dialogue.

b) подстановка
2. Each student receives a card. Students sit facing each other. The one who receives the card must show by means of pantomime to the comrade sitting opposite what is depicted on his card. Another student tries to guess, if he guessed, pronounces the whole sentence.
-Alice has got a horse.
-Mike has got a drum.

с) трансформация
3. 
-Now, the next task.
Write an abbreviated form.
example: He has got a funny dog. - He’s got a funny dog.

e) репродукция
4.
-Now, the next task.
Describe your neighbor. 
Tell me what he has (3 sentences).
Example:     She has got a pen.

Well done, pupils.  

